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**Abstract:**

Borges and Haizi represent romantic poets in Argentina and China, respectively. Borges’ poem *What Can I Hold You With* depicts the poet’s poetic and passionate emotions in the pain of the failure of love. The poem *Wheat Field and Poet* by Haizi is like a question-and-answer dialogue. It expresses the deep communication between the poet and the field and the poet and himself in the confusion and pain. Both poems use many desolate images, and the poets vent their inner pain with sincere and warm language to achieve the effect of full of sincere beauty. However, the source of the pain of the two poets is not the same. While the other is crying that the world does not recognize his poetic skill, the first is weeping for love. Like the moon in his poetry, Borges’ sadness was gentle and full of love. Haizi’s sorrow, on the other hand, poured forth like hundreds of brilliant stars and the sun. The anguish that plagued the two poets was viewed differently by them. Both are full of hope, but one is warm and committed, while the other is real and modest. This essay will evaluate the similarities and contrasts between the two poems and the two poets.
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1. Introduction

When reading the latter part of „Reply“ of Hai Zi’s Wheat Field and Poet, the author found that it seemed to be written to continue communicating With Borges’ poem What Can I Hold You With. In his romantic and melancholy verses, Borges describes the poet’s answer to the purest, most precious, and most important thing he possesses. Perhaps love is the surface of Borges’ poem, but the connotation is a characteristic that the poet himself must and must have. So, when Haizi saw Borges’ poem, he cried out in sorrow for himself and Borges. Therefore, this article will discuss these two poems in detail.

2. Similarities and Differences of Two Poems

2.1 Similarities

Borges showed a sincere and passionate expression of love in the repeated phrase “I offer you” and Haizi expressed deep despair in the repeated lines “You can’t pay it back.” [1]. They all use repetition to emphasize their pain and sincerity. These very similar repetitions and the metaphorical expressions of the two poems. These repeated lines set the tone for the poem: loneliness and resentment. The suffering of the poets is about to be described in detail in a single sentence of repetition.

In his speech „The Art of Poetry,“ Borges went into great length about his perspective on metaphor, stating that „we can almost create many, many, countless metaphors“ because „all metaphors are based on the connection between two different things“[2]. Like Haizi’s poem, Borges’ poetry is brilliant because of the metaphors he crafts. Both writers frequently metaphorically describe the sun, moon, and stars. To communicate their unpleasant emotions, they all turn to these celestial stars. The poet’s word choice is easy for readers to pick up on. There is no fancy language in these remarks; they are extremely plain. Borges waited for the bleak moonlight to rise on the deserted streets in the sunset. Haizi spoke with the wheat field angrily in the empty wheat field. The reader seems to be able to see from these two poems two lonely figures walking in the street and wheat fields, respectively.

In his speech „The Art of Poetry,“ Borges went into great length about his perspective on metaphor, stating that „we can almost create many, many, countless metaphors“ because „all metaphors are based on the connection between
two different things”[2]. Like Haizi’s poem, Borges’ poetry is brilliant because of the metaphors he crafts. Both writers frequently metaphorically describe the sun, moon, and stars. To communicate their unpleasant emotions, they all turn to these celestial stars. The poet’s word choice is easy for readers to pick up on. There is no fancy language in these remarks; they are extremely plain. There is poetry in this truth. Borges wrote in his poem that he wanted to reach across time and space to find the yellow rose with the memory of his lover’s birth. He stood searching in the deserted street and saw the yellow rose as he saw his beloved. That’s the bond between them. Standing on the sun’s rays, Haizi is also standing on the top of wheat. The wheat field is where his soul is and where he wants to put his pain. The wheat field is his ideal. Though impossible to happen, such a scene can make the reader feel the poet’s sincerity. Their expressions are sincere, and so is their pain.

The two poets wrote these lines with their truest feelings, driven by pain deep in their hearts. The pain seemed to echo across time and space. The second half of Haizi’s poem is about communicating with Borges’s poem. Borges used his poems full of romance and melancholy to describe the poet’s answer to the purest, most precious, and most important thing he has about love in the appearance of his poems; the connotation is the poet himself must and must have the characteristics. Borges asks in poetry: What can I hold you with? Haizi gave an unanswered reply in poetry:

“I stand in the sun’s Painful rays.”[1]

They didn’t answer the question, but they were all obsessed with the question: What does a poet have? Only the bitter despair and the silent darkness. So, as a poet in pain, Haizi reads Borges’ poems with pain that Borges cannot express. The highest ideals are intertwined with the worst realities. Perhaps it is the same question they ask: Why are poets here? For whom does poetry sing?

2.2 Differences of Language and Structure

Haizi’s Wheat Field and Poet are unique in structure, consisting of two parts, “inquiry” and “reply”, and each part can be independent. Borges’s What Can I Hold You With is a whole; the poem’s title asks questions, and the poem gives the poet’s own answer to the poem. Wheat Field and Poet have many colorful descriptions of the picture, such as:

“Running through the wheat fields
The snow and the rays of the sun”[1].

In this poetry, the „wheat field“ concept has a deep and nuanced meaning. The poet’s „green wheat field“ is full of hope for a successful harvest because green represents life and hope, and green wheat also refers to the harvest that will come shortly. There are two possible interpretations for the poem „running on the wheat field“: either the poet is running on the wheat field, or the „rays of the sun“ in the following sentence are moving across the wheat field. The poet described the natural occurrence of the angle of sunlight changing with the earth’s rotation using anthropomorphism. The vivid colors depicted in this poem have a strong visual impact. Nishikawa wrote in an article about Haizi: “Everyone who approached him, everyone who read his psalms, could smell from him the rotation of the seasons, the direction of the wind and the growth of wheat. The light and darkness of the earth, the warmth, and the harshness, became the essence of his life, his outstanding, smooth, and sonorous poetic language. It was as if the silent earth had seized him for the sake of speaking and turned him into the voice of the earth.” Professor Zhang Qinghua believes: “Haizi is the survival and writing of the stage up to think, one-time is not imitated and copied, is the writing and life practice of the complete stage one.”[3]. As an early poem of Haizi, “Wheat Field and Poet” can already reflect Haizi’s poetic ideal of “one-time writing”. All this means that the pain of Haizi brought him is not willing to resist this, and the hope and vitality constantly burst out in the repression of all kinds of suffering.

Most images in Borges’ poem What Can I Hold You With are cold and dim. He writes of desperate sunsets and the moon in the middle of nowhere. He tells stories about his ancestors’ tragic wars, constantly mentioning the souls of the dead and the tributes. In his poems, he is honest about his loneliness and sadness. He experienced a deep sense of loneliness as a result of his suffering. In the lyrics, Borges attempted to hide his bewilderment and incomprehension, and he wished for his beloved to comprehend his struggles and loneliness. He is modest. In pursuit of a solitary blossom, a yellow rose evoking the memory of the evening of his beloved’s birth, he was prepared to transcend space and time. He is willing to cherish a small relationship with his partner, even if it is just a flower. He whispers the most intimate stories and topics that belong only to him, hoping that his lover will see that he is opening up his heart and showing her the most sincere part of it. The picture depicted in the poem is more cloudy than in Haizi’s poem. Wheat Field and Poet are intense conversations that burst out of pain. What Can I Hold You With is the poet’s sol-
Though he might not be faithful to God, the monarch, the nation, the leader, his ancestors, the community, his family, or his lover, he must always have some faithful objects in his life that he must steadfastly defend, whether they are particular people and things or intangible ideals. What “a man with loyalty but never be loyal” means on the surface is “I’m only loyal to you” but essentially, it’s saying that there’s something like this inside the poet. The poet wants to present the loyalty left by the baptism of doubt to the lover. This is in line with Zeng, who probes the semantics of exile [5-7].

The poet’s wish to compose poetry genuinely touching people’s hearts is inextricably linked to their genuine emotions as a writer. This holds for both Borges and Haizi. Jaspers argued that „one-off writing“ and „one-off survival“ are characteristics of great poetry. Haizi brought up the issue of „one-time poetry action“ as well. Haizi expressed the suffering of the wheat in the poem „The Wheat Field and the Poet“ by speaking as the earth’s voice and the wheat field’s spokesperson. He dared to take on the huge and lonesome mission of poetry and insisted on doing straightforward and impassioned wheat work. He took wheat fields as his spiritual home to fight against the degradation of agricultural civilization. These two poems, written on wheat and in love, are immortal works that burn pain to release light. Standing on wheat fields and deserted streets, Haizi and Borges felt the responsibility and pain of being poets and radiated the light of poetry.
with pain.
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